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Singapore’s mixture of modern architecture and historical gems provide the

perfect grounds for Instagram worthy boutique hotels. There seem to be so

many new ones popping up every year that there is a constant supply of places to

try and photos to be taken. As with everything at The International Society, we

look for a special element in its design, history, or neighbourhood impact that

makes it worthy of our lists. These are our favourites Instagram worthy

boutique hotels so far.

The Warehouse Hotel

This old-fashioned and run-down warehouse from 1895 has been painstakingly

restored into a magni�cent boutique hotel along the Singapore river. The

Warehouse Hotel which is Lo & Behold Group’s �rst hotel offering opened in

2017 and has 37 rooms, a cosy bar, Chinese restaurant Po, and one of the

coolest swimming pools in the city. Industrial themed interior plays true to the

building’s roots and offers plenty of photo taking opportunities. The lobby has

one of the most impressive interior designs in Singapore.

Six Senses Duxton

After an extensive renovation of shophouses in Duxton, the Six Senses was born.

Offering immaculate historic architecture and a Chinese, Malay, and European

interior design by Anouska Hempel, there’s no wonder why this luxury boutique

hotel has gained so much hype since its launch earlier this year. Marketed as a

wellness hotel, Six Senses Duxton offers a spa, yoga, and Chinese medicines. Be

sure to also check out the Yellow Pot restaurant, for some modern Chinese

cuisine. The entire hotel is so immaculately decorated and designed, you’re sure

to never be somewhere unworthy of a photo.

Lloyd’s Inn

A contemporary minimalist hotel allows you to create your own canvas for

photography. The beautiful yet cold concrete used as the building block of

Lloyd’s Inn provides the perfect background. Inside that theme continues and

when combined with the white walls, wooden furniture, and dark coloured

�nishes, you get something truly special. For me at least it feels like West Coast

USA, circa. 1965. Head outside and the surroundings are so serene, you’ll forget

you’re just minutes away from Orchard Road as you take a dip in the swimming

pool.

The Great Madras

The 34 room hotel, The Great Madras, offers something a little different in Little

India. The boutique hotel has some pretty unique amenities, including a barber

in the lobby which makes it probably the most hipster hotel in Singapore. The

Great Mischief restaurant is also onsite serving up Catalan inspired food. And

you guessed it, a swimming pool, but not just an ordinary one, they’ve made it

speci�cally Instagram ready. Just look from above.

Ann Siang House

The smallest hotel in our list packs quite a punch. Recently opened, Ann Siang

House offers guests the opportunity to stay in one of the most beautiful boutique

shophouse hotels in Singapore. The 20 rooms offer an interior design �tting to

the buildings history and surrounding neighbourhood. Hungry patrons of the

boutique hotel better like Italian as the swank Blue Label Pizza & Wine and

Epicurean Pop Ups offer some superb grub. There’s also the option to head

upstairs to one of the photo-opportunistic rooftop bars in the area.

 

 

(Photos courtesy of their respective hotels)
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